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ABSTRACT 

The impact of single meteorological parameters on thermal comfort issues can be best 

estimated by applying thermal indices, e.g. the Perceived Temperature (PT), the Physiologically 

Equivalent Temperature (PET) or the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI). To assess 

thermal stress for humans, the results can be evaluated using the thermal stress classification for 

central Europe. However, lots of studies are only based on the analysis on single meteorological 

parameters. To allow for a correct interpretation of their results, the influence of the analyzed 

parameters on the human thermal perception, approximated by thermal indices, is analyzed in 

this study. Results show that the strongest impact on thermal bioclimate, especially under 

summer conditions, is evident by the modification of the mean radiant temperature, as well as by 

a modified wind speed. Both are strongly dependent on the surrounding environment resp. urban 

morphology. Results can help urban planning, to significantly improve conditions.  

 

Introduction 

For Germany, according to the expected climate conditions of the 21
st
 century an increase 

of heat stress with the related consequences is expected (e.g. Matzarakis and Endler 2010, 

Matzarakis 2010). Several studies have been published, suggesting urban planning to adapt to 

new conditions by urban planning measures (e.g. Ketterer and Matzarakis 2014; Fröhlich and 

Matzarakis 2013). Most of the recommendations are dealing with the increase of green in urban 

areas (e.g. Lin, Matzarakis, and Hwang 2010, Hwang, Matzarakis, and Lin 2011). Others 

recommend an increase of white or green roofs or modification of surfaces including the change 

of surface albedo and materials (e.g. Lin et al. 2010). Lots of these studies rely mostly on the 

increase of air temperature based on means and only deal with the reduction of air temperature 

and the related urban heat island in cities. As the air temperature is only one among a lot of 

parameters influencing the human thermal perception (Höppe 1993, Mayer and Höppe 1987), 

applicability of these studies is limited. To make their results usable by urban planning, the 

influence of the investigated parameter on the thermal perception of humans has to be analyzed. 

More advanced approaches therefore deal with the quantification of thermal conditions in urban 

areas and how to reduce thermal stress based on human-biometeorological thermal indices 

(Ketterer and Matzarakis 2014; Fröhlich and Matzarakis 2013; Hwang, Matzarakis, and Lin 

2011).  
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The application of thermal indices of course also requires the knowledge of their 

limitations and sensitivity in relation to background conditions and possible changes in the 

future. Therefore quantification of sensitivity in terms of the input parameters and influencing 

factors is of advantage for the development and assessment of adaptation and mitigation 

strategies in cities facing climate change (Matzarakis 2013).  

  

Data and Methods 

This study is mainly based on three thermal indices, that are considered to be the most 

commonly used. The Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET) (Mayer and Höppe 1987, 

Höppe 1999, Matzarakis, Mayer, and Iziomon 1999) follows the concept of an equivalent 

temperature and is based on the Munich Energy Balance Model for Individuals (MEMI) (Höppe 

1993). The assessment scale of PET is described in Matzarakis and Mayer (1996), describing the 

thermal comfort zone between 18 - 23°C for mid latitudes in Europe. UTCI (Universal Thermal 

Climate Index) follows the concept of an equivalent temperature. The meteorological conditions 

are compared to a reference environment, which has 50 % relative humidity, calm air and a mean 

radiant temperature being equal to the air temperature (Jendritzky, de Dear, and Havenith 2012). 

The thermal stress can thus be evaluated over a 10-point scale of "extreme heat stress" to 

"extreme cold stress". UTCI values between 18 and 26°C mean thermal comfort. The Perceived 

Temperature (PT) is an equivalent temperature based on a complete energy budget model of the 

human body. PT is designed for staying outdoors and is defined as the air temperature of a 

reference environment in which the thermal perception would be the same as in the actual 

environment (Staiger, Laschewski, and Graetz 2012). Thermal comfort is in the range of 0 to 

20°C. All the three indices follow a similar approach transferring outdoor conditions to indoor 

and require the same input parameters.  

The three thermal indices PT, UTCI and PET have been calculated based on hourly data 

measured by the German weather service (DWD) at official climate stations. The data covers the 

years 1981 to 2013. Wind data was altitude corrected for PT and PET using the approach applied 

by Matzarakis, De Rocco and Najjar (2009). The calculations have been performed using the 

RayMan model (Matzarakis, Rutz, and Mayer 2007, 2010). Analysis of the results has been 

performed annually, seasonally, as well as for day and night patterns. Additionally the 

distribution of average hourly PET over the year was estimated. To facilitate the interpretation, 

the thermal sensation classification for central Europe (Matzarakis and Mayer 1996) has been 

used.  

Test Reference Years (TRY), or Typical Meteorological Years (TMY) are datasets covering one 

year with hourly data values of all relevant meteorological variables, that represent the typical 

local meteorological conditions for this time of the year (Hall et al. 1978, Marion and Urban 

1995; Petrakis, Lykoudis, and Kassomenos 1996; Pissimanis et al. 1988). They use real 

meteorological and radiation measured data values to build a single year of data (de Miguel and 

Bilbao 2005, Bilbao et al 2004). 

To be able to predict the modification of human thermal comfort by possible changes in 

urban morphology, the sensitivity of the indices to changes in air temperature (Ta), air humidity 

(RH or VP), wind speed (v), and mean radiant temperature (Tmrt) was analyzed.  
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To get an insight on future conditions, all thermal indices have also been calculated based 

on data generated by regional climate model ensembles. The ensemble allows for a more precise 

estimation of the future climatic conditions (Hewitt and Griggs 2004, Vautard et a. 2013). This is 

used to assess future human thermal comfort in the selected cities more accurately.  

Results and Discussion 

There are several ways how to produce results and visualize them in an appropriate 

manner for easy understanding by non-specialists. First, it has to be made clear that humans can 

only feel their skin temperature and their blood temperature in the hypothalamus (Höppe 1993). 

Both are influenced by, but not only dependent on Ta. Therefore human biometeorological 

indices like PET should be applied to assess the thermal conditions. Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 it 

can be seen that the thermal index PET is much more sensitive to the meteorological conditions 

and therefore allows for a more precise analysis.  

Using PET, Test Reference Year (TRY) datasets provided by the German Weather 

Service (DWD) have been analyzed for the years 2010 and 2035 to assess the changes in the 

thermal conditions for the close future. To facilitate interpretation of the results, they have been 

classified into nine thermal perception classes according to Matzarakis and Mayer (1996). 

Looking at the results, a general trend to higher classes is obvious (Fig. 3 left). The frequency for 

the classes above 29°C will almost double, while frequencies for lower classes appear to be 

slightly decreased. Distinguishing between day and night (Fig. 3 center and right) it can be seen, 

that the strongest increase in frequencies is calculated for the hot classes at daytime. Even 

though, also at night time, the frequencies for the warmer classes show an increase.  

While this development can be considered to be of advantage in winter, it may become 

quite challenging in summer. Therefore the same analysis was run with a special “Hot Summer” 

TRY provided by the DWD. Results for the summer months June to August show, that the 

frequency for classes of 35°C and above will be increased by about 5 % in 2035 (Fig. 4 left). 

Also the class for 29 - 35°C is about 5 % more frequent in the results for 2035. The class 

representing PET of < 4°C is not present in the results for 2035 at all. This becomes even more 

clear if day and night are analyzed separately (Fig. 4 center and right). While in 2010 less than 

40 % of all results at daytime will be larger than 29°C, about 50 % of the daytime results are 

larger than 29°C in 2035. At night time, the frequencies for classes greater than 23°C 

representation warm conditions is slightly increased while the probability for cold classes of 

smaller than 8°C will be decreased by more than 50 %. This means a strong increase in heat 

stress at daytime in summer, while warm conditions may keep people from sleeping.  

Countermeasures against this development should be taken by urban planning. Therefore 

it is important to know about the effect of the meteorological parameters that are influenced by 

the urban morphology on the human thermal perception. For this study three thermal indices 

have been analyzed to achieve a more authoritative result. However, only the sensitivity of PET 

is presented here in detail.  

Air Temperature was varied by +/-1 K and +/-2 K for the whole input data set to see the 

influence on the frequencies of thermal sensation classes for PET (Fig. 5). It can be seen that 

especially the frequencies of the cold classes are very sensitive to Ta, while the frequencies for 

hot classes seem to be less affected. This can be explained by the missing influence of radiation 

at night time, which will cover the impact of Ta at daytime. However, Ta is a parameter that is 
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quite hard to modify. A decrease of 2°C in Ta would therefore be very hard to achieve by urban 

planning measures. Unlike those in Ta, the modification in Wind Speed (v) of the input data set 

by +/-1 m/s and +/-2 m/s shows strong influence on all classes. An increase in wind speed will 

thereby increase the frequencies for cooler classes, while a decrease will increase the frequencies 

for hotter classes. Relative Humidity (RH) was modified by +/-5 % and +/-10 % to analyze its 

impact on PET. However, the distribution of frequencies of the sensation classes does not seem 

to change at all. This disagrees with the other two indices (PT and UTCI) that show slight 

increase in the frequencies for hotter classes due to increased RH. The strongest impact on the 

upper part of the distribution of the sensation classes is shown by the modifications in the Tmrt 

input (Fig. 5, right). Tmrt input was modified in the input conditions starting with Tmrt = Ta 

(shaded conditions), increasing the influence of Tmrt by 25 % for each run and resulting in Tmrt = 

Tmrt (unshaded conditions) for comparison. While the frequencies for the colder classes seem not 

to be affected by the changes in Tmrt, the classes with about 35°C do not occur any more under 

the shaded conditions.  

Looking at the overall distribution of the results for the three indices under the different 

modified input conditions (Fig. 6 to 9), first, the different distributions of the results for the three 

indices in general becomes obvious. While both, UTCI as well as PET, are distributed quite 

smoothly, PT shows a quite unequal distribution. However, the mean values are quite similar for 

all three indices.  

All three indices show the same trend responding to the modified Ta input (Fig. 6). Their 

mean values are modified by almost the input Ta modification. While for UTCI and PET the 

distributions are just offset, there seems to be no offset in the distribution of PT. It rather changes 

its shape.  

The response to the modification in the input wind speed is larger for all indices (Fig. 7). 

All of them show the same trend. PET seems to respond stronger to a reduction of wind speed 

while UTCI is modified stronger by an increase in wind speed. However, this comparison has its 

limitation as UTCI takes the wind speed at 10 m as an input while PET needs the wind speed at 

the target height (in this case 1.1 m).  

Looking at the modification in relative humidity (RH) it can be seen, that none of the 

three indices shows a strong response to the modifications (Fig. 8). Also the trend seems to differ 

between PET and the other two indices. However, it is too weak to make a difference. 

More clearly to see is the trend for the modification in the input Tmrt (Fig. 9). While the 

trend in the mean values for all three indices seems to be similar, their distributions are changed 

differently. While the distributions for UTCI and PET indicate more results closer to the mean, 

the whole pattern changes for PT. For all the indices the extreme values are less extreme under 

shaded conditions. This makes Tmrt the most promising parameter referring to mitigation 

strategies.  

Sensitivity analysis shows, that especially modifications in Tmrt and v seem to be quite 

promising in counteracting climate change. Both parameters are strongly driven by the urban 

morphology and can therefore be easily influenced by urban planning measures. Tmrt and v also 

show strong influence on heat stress for humans.  
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Fig 1: Distribution of air temperature (Ta) over day and year for Freiburg.  

 

Fig. 2: Distribution of the Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET) over day and year for Freiburg.  
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Fig. 3: Comparisons between the frequencies of PET thermal sensation classes calculated for the Test 

Reference Years (TRYs) 2010 and 2035 for the region 12 including Freiburg.  

 

Fig. 4: Comparisons between the frequencies of PET thermal sensation classes calculated for the hot 

summer Test Reference Years (TRYs) 2010 and 2035 for the region 12 including Freiburg.  
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Fig. 5: Sensitivity of PET frequencies to changes in the meteorological parameters air temperature (Ta), 

wind speed (v), relative humidity (RH) and mean radiant temperature (Tmrt). 

 

Fig. 6: Sensitivity Beanplot for PT, UTCI and PET showing the indices response to modifications in the 

input air temperature for Freiburg.  
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Fig. 7: Sensitivity Beanplot for PT, UTCI and PET showing the indices response to modifications in the 

input wind speed for Freiburg.  

 

 

Fig. 8: Sensitivity Beanplot for PT, UTCI and PET showing the indices response to modifications in the 

input relative humidity for Freiburg.  
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Fig. 9: Sensitivity Beanplot for PT (left), UTCI (center) and PET (right) showing the indices response to 

modifications in the input mean radiant temperature for Freiburg.  

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Urban climate and climate change are issues of permanent actuality. Urban planning 

therefore requires and demands for information on the kind and effectivity of measures, which 

can be taken in order to protect the urban population. Appropriate information for the 

development of mitigation and adaptation strategies can only be achieved through thermal 

indices (Matzarakis 2013). To be able to also use results from studies analyzing single 

parameters only, the sensitivity of the most common thermal indices PT, UTCI and PET was 

analyzed. Results show, that urban planning should concentrate on the modification of Tmrt and 

v, as they show the strongest influence on the thermal indices, while the sensitivity to Ta is low. 

This is also recommended by previous studies, e.g. Matzarakis and Endler (2010). Furthermore 

Tmrt and v can easily be influenced by urban planning measures, e.g. by providing urban green, 

while Ta is hard to modify. This agrees well with findings from other studies, e.g. Konarska et al. 

(2013) and Matzarakis (2013). In addition, sensitivity analysis can also deliver important 

information in terms of quality and quantity of changes and measures.  
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